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Many of us have old photos in our album and they remind us of our sweet memories,
especially on Thanksgiving Day. However, one problem you cannot overlook is that
these antique photos have many defects. Due to the limit of digital photography, they
suffered from scratches, fractures, scuffs, and even holes. These imperfections make
them less appealing in this modern world because we have been used to high-quality
and clear images.
The demand for old photo restoration increases the number of professional services
on many platforms. Yet, it is difficult to determine which one you should choose. Their
pricing could range from 1 to over 100 dollars and the quality varies.

Top 10 AI Photo Restoration Tools 2021

The good news is AI photo restoration has challenged traditional methods of the job.
In this post, you will access 10 best photo restoration tools, some of which are using
AI photo restoration techniques. These tools have various features, including old photo

enhancement, adding colors, removing dusts and scratches and more. They will be
ranked based primarily on their photo restoration quality, ease of use, accessibility and
pricing.
You can also find out 10 best AI tools to Colorize Black and White Photos for photo
restoration.

8. AKVIS Retoucher
o
o

Price: $87/lifetime
Compatibility: Windows & Mac
AKVIS Retoucher becomes a good alternative to AI-powered products in old photo
restoration. This software can be used to get rid of date stamps and any unwanted
details like cups. It claims to restore the missing areas of an old photo based on the
information of the surrounding parts.

Pros:
Remove dusts and scratches of old photos effectively
Eliminate date stamps, details and larger objects in old photos

o
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Cons:
o

Requirement for computer system
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